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spring in an evacuable chamber. Measurements were sensitive
to a few micrograms of mass change. The obtained sorption
and desorption curves were non-fickian. Diffusants, such as
water, benzene, and ethanol were studied under different
temperatures.

__-4n abnormally large heat of sorption (solution) and
paradoxical data from two experimental systems with somewhat
different conditions are attributed to a large volume
fraction of microcavities in PPBT. This hypothesis was
shown to be consistent by using the theory of dual sorption.
A statistical mechanical model due to diBenedetto was
modified to correlate the activation energy with rotation
energy and to make possible the prediction of the parallel
diffusion coefficient.
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Chapter i INTRODUCTION AN-D m SURVEY

A. Introduction

An important development in recent years has been the

v'.lutions of chemical and physical techniques to produce

highly ordered polymers. Some of the resulting materials

exceed a' others in their ratio ef tensile strength to

dn-nsitv (s/-). Because of their potential for applications

c-nnitalizing on their large e,, value the major porzicn of

a research on ordered Polymers has dealt with mechanizai

orooerties and with methods of synthesis or production.

Other subjects, such as transport properties, have received

relatively less attention. As pointed out by Barker, Tsai,

1and Willency,1 transport prooerties such as electrical con-

ductivity and the diffusion of various molecular species

in polymers not only are of interest in themselves but also

provide useful probes to gain a better understanding of tne

polymer's properties in general. Some of the most recent!%- .

discovered types of ordered polymers are the extended r-hai-

(rigid rod) polymers. The main material studied in -his

-hesis is the trans-isomer of poly (paraphenylene-

benzobisthiazole) (PPBT) .

* ..-
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The available PPBT samples we-r of very small dimensions,

(the fibers were only 10 i m - 40 pm in diameter and the

f _'ins, only 10 pm - 30 pim thick and 6 mm wide). Furthermore,

t"-" ava-Ia*le samoles exhibited considerable internal and

external imperfections which may lead to certain difficul-

ties. At this point it is useful to summarize some of the

problem areas:

(i) Difficult manipulation due to che small sizes

of samples.

(ii) Variable diameter along a fiber and uneven

surface and thickness of a film.

iii) Small total quantity of compounds sorbed bv

the polymer.

Regarding difficulty (i) the e::perimenzs are hard to

perform not only because of the small size but also due to

a tendency of the samples to fibrilete. Difficulty (ii)

wIill induce experimental error, because diffusion depends

on the thickness. Difficultv (iiil requires thaa

tne exoer. ents be carried ou: with highly sensitive

instruments.

Since it so ubiquitous and plays such an important

roe with reqard to the electrical properties of polymers,

one of the major diffusants studied was water. It exists

in the normal atmosphere and affects the prcoperties Of ?PBT.

-I
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The reaction between PPBT and HO was assumed to be a

0,ctona44on effect. From an observed shift of the C=N

stretching band in laser Raman spectra from 1481 cm-

(solid) to 1515 cm-  (in methane sulfonic acid (MSA)) the

protonation process in Msi was deduced to be exoressed by

t:.e following equation where P denotes the neutral PPBT

chain:

P + nCH3HSo Z H Pn+ + nCH3 SO,.3 3 n3

Then for water, the analogous reaction is:

P + nHO H Pn+ + nOH-.n

2.ecause of this, moisture affects the electrical conductivitv

-"4_ .PBT n a strong way. This has been extensively stud-a

by D. Y. Chen.

In order to study the diffusicn of a aiven species

through PPBT, three methods have been developed: 1. X-rav

energy dispersive analysis. 2. Weighing method wi-h a

Cahn electrobalance, and 3. Sorption and Desorption for a

sample suspended on a quartz spring in an evacuable chamber.

Besides water, ethanol, and benzene also have been

st'=died. Benzene ;as chosen because its size, shane, and

* *et-ctrconic structuare rel1at-ive to these properties of the

mer make it of special interest. The polymer has been

" *4 4***. - * '' -. . .
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studied under different temperatures so that the activation

energy Edr solubility s and the preexponentiil fac-or D

have been obrcained. The data from experiments in the Cahn

e:ectrobhlance were not consistent w7ith those fro-. exueri-

r.ients using che quartz spring balance. Efforts to resolve

this conflict led to the discovery of a useful model based

on a distribution of microcavities. A molecular mcdel in-

) volving the partial rotation of chain segments has been

developed to account for the activation energy. This model

is consistent with the chain packing configuration as in-

-erred by X-ray diffraction.

When PPBT was doped using ionic compounds (nitrates

and chlorides) to provide trapping sites, the diffusion

coefficients of H20 in doped PP3T vs the charge to fdiu3

ratio, q/r of the cations was found to be linear.

Finally, the parallel diffusion in PPBT has been con-

sidered from the view points of fibrilar morphology and

crystal structure.

For a thorough understanding of the diffusion processes

in PPBT, we must be able to reoresent the mass flow by

means of some equations based on different experimental

methods and theoretical concepts. The following pages of

-background discussion will serve this end.

jmI
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B. Literature Survey

1. Fick's Laws. Approximately a century ago (in 1889)

Fick developed a continuum approach to the phenomenon of

diffusion which still provides the framework for discussion

of the principles.

Assume diffusion only in the +x direction, then consider

a thin layer of diffusant between x and x+dx. The number

of molecules of diffusant (of type j) per unit volume at any

time t is a function only of x. Let C (x,t) denote this

concentration. The diffusive flux J. of molecules across a
J

perpendicular plane at x is the net number of molecules of

j passing through unit area of the plane in the positive x

direction in unit time.

At the molecular level diffusion is a statistical

p.enomenon which can be related in a useful way to changes

in the chemical potential pj of the diffusant in the

diffusate. The chemical potential may be viewed as the

statistical analogy of the potential energy function in

classical mechanics. Thus the gradient of iij in a given

direction x corresponds to the average force on a diffusant

molecule due to interactions with its molecular surroundings.

f[. =- j 1 , ( = x,y,z) (1)
],A Jx N ANA
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N ?" The factor of l/Avo',adrc's nu.eer is included to

convert the usual units for :hemical potential (J/mol) into

,.oergy per m iocul ., so tht is the i-component of force

ft%_. ter molecule .of t %- 2s aver::- Zcr:e causes a
V. [t & .ri.. of the u:us&an:: with a sann. u. given

U.-.

l'where w. is the mci_2cuIar mobilinzi of soecies j. The net

* diffusive flux density is
= ,,.., JW.

-7-

3 3

with C. n./N relating the concentration C in mol/m tojwitA

that n. in moleculesim. The cn:-1ca ' noential is related

to the concentration through the familiar thermodynamical

relation

%ft' 0
.. = u. + RTln(y.C.) (4)*3 *3 3]

from which the usual relation,

J. = -D. C.x) (5)
J,a J, 3

'nown as Fick's first law is seen to follow as a restricted

soecial case (when the activity coefficient . is not

dependent on C. and when there is no thermal gradient and

:,ft no interphase boundary).
ftV
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J(x) = -C2--- (omitting the subscript (6)

In the absence of chemica! reactions, etc. the conservation

of component j may be expressed: Accunmulation rate

influx rate - outflow rate

(AdxY) t dx

C 3J j C....
_ -- -~ --a-- (C $)

5t x ? 'x

= x+ -x 3x(CW) (7)
2 x 'ix

or for the conditions appropriate for Fick's first Law, we

have Fick's second law

2

D C 2 D . . . (-)

3) x'-

a. X-Ray Enerc '/ isorsi' -nal'sis. Ths mezod was
.'.. 4
developed by 3arker Revnols and ahotra, and -....S suc.szul.

azoiiad to .1g diffusion in Ag 3Sn Amalglams.

The solution to the on-dimensional diffusion equation

f-r a semi-infinite solid is (Appendix A) 71
C,,t) = Cserfc( _ ) - C.erf(- - -)  (9)

v4Dt Dth

~ i~ .IfK:x-4Dt> ..
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C is the constant concentration on the surface, and C. is

the initial internal concentration. The e-Tperinntal

c.ndition relevant to the present study is C. 0, then

ecjuation (7) becomes

C(x.t) = C erfc(x/y..D)

C (I - r (x//4t)) (-a;

Consequently

x/ [D-. = erf ((C - C)/C s ) (9b)
s 5

where erf: ((Cs - C)C s ) denotes the inverse or antierror

function. It follows that

x , er -- (C - ' 14 (9c)
"D = x 

S

If a diffusant were applied to the sample boundary for

a time interval t, then, by detecting several concentra-

tions at various distances from the boundary a plot of x vs.

erf'(I - (C/Cs)) would enable one to compute the diffusion

c cce rcenz frcm the e:uatLon:

.'J-I D = (slope)2 4 (/4)

ime lac (Permeation Method 'O) From the instant

th. diffusant is first admitted to one side of a film and
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prior to the establishment of a steady state, both the rate

of flow and the concentration at any ooint within the film

vary with time. If the diffusion coeffi4 :- t is constant,

the film is initially completely free of diffusant, and

diffusan: - cntinually removed from -,he low concentration

s d_/ the amcunt of diffusant Q, which passes hrough the

ffiLn of thickness b in time t is given by

Qt D 1 2 (0 eD t(1)

ACb 2 .22 b 6 i=l T T-

As t , the steady state is approached and the

exponential terms become negligibly small, so that the

graph of Q against t tends to the line

Q_/A = (DC2 /-) (t - -/)6D) 1_1a)

2< which has an intercept T, on the t-axis, given by

T = b /6D. (12)

Therefore

2,D = 6_. (13)
. i r7

The mathematical details are shown in Appendix B.

SC. Sorotion and Desorotion Method.5  If the concen-

tration just within the surface of a film exposed to

_ - i,
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diffusant is maintained constant, then the amount of

diffusant Mt, taken up by the film of thickness b in a ti.n

t, is given by the equation

~22 t

Mt/M 1 - 1 exp[- ] (14)2 n=0 (2n+.i4) b

Apendix C providas the details.

M is the equilibrium sorption attained thJoreticailv

after infinite time. Assume tL is the time at M,/M. ,

the above equation can be written as

22 1 9
tjb = 1 1 9 - ) (13)

-,7D 
1

Thus, we have

D = 0.04919 b 2 /t

". The time t can be found experimentally and thus D can be

calculated. Another form of equation (14) is

2 _*n1
M. /Mn 4(Dt/b (1/, + 2 ierfc(nb/2(Dt) 2)) (17)

n=0

• •. :whe re

-n 2' b - b2/4Dtierf (nb/2 (Dt) =(/y b)e

- (nb/2(Dt) 2)erfc(nb/2(Dt) 2(1)

.%/ . * .



The value of D can be deduced from an observation of the

initial gradient of a graph of Mt /M. as a function of

(t/b-)

This kind of analysis has been used by Garrett and

7
Park (1967) (Garrett, 1965)' for kinetic and equilibrium

3orption measurements. Others, for example Baughan, and

9Carpenter and Twiss were also working on these kind of

methods.

The equations given above are for films. The same

approach has been applied to fibers and spherical particles.

For fibers the diffusion coefficient D was determined from

the slope of the linear relationship obtained when plotting

(M.) /M) against t using the following equation
*t

D (,r 2/16t) (M /M o 2 (19)

d. An Optical Method. This method was aoplied to

diffusion in which the diffusant made a visible border in

polymers. There are two known situations in which sharp

borders occur. The first is the most widely known. Namely

swelling of the pol-,mer by the diffusant creates an advancing

zone between the swollen phase and the unswollen phase. To

get such an effect Dswollen > Dunswolle. The second

situation occurs when there are colored trappinq siteas which

change color or refractive index when a diffusant molecule

siuaio ocus hn hee recoordtropnqsieswhc
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.trapped. J. J. Hermans proposed a mechanism in which

te boundary line indicates the abrupt change from "all

holes filled" to all holes empty. Figure (1) gives
diagramatic representation to the situation.

0

Barker used this idea and derived an equation that is

very oractical. He assumed the shaded area in Figure l.b.

, has approximately the area of a triane , then from equation

J = Ji + J2

He obtained the equation

-D3C/3x =-n0 (dir/dt) + (C /2) (d7/dt) C (20)

.a-.re, J is the amount of diffusant entering the polmer in
unit time. J1 corresponds to the increased zoncentration of

free molecules, J2 represents the flu:, going into traps

between . and F+d, and n is the concentration of traos.

The concentration maintained just inside the surface of the

.polymer is denoted by Cs -

ifC and no are constants

V°D 2. /2t) (n0 /C + ) (21)

later on, Barker found from experiments for 02 diffusion in

polycarbonate that better agreement is obtained by rcplacinq

the by 0.32.

V -!_ .. .........
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(c) ;o-centration of T.-a-p-in6 sites
Fi.1 Schematic r-epresentation of the concentrations of

difflusaant and trapping radicals' 2
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e. Ot -er Methods. Certain other methodls can detect

concentrati.ons at a Qa rt4 cular distance from a bounc!ar,

-cc example2 cortain _ mffiac-tive ind~x fadir-

a-sor z40n omc:nodz (s'ectrozhct=.etrc meth1-ods) ,2etc.

Accordin7 to the equation

C(x,t) =(C./( 7rDt) ep- (22))

which represenzs tn:- concen t raa..-: a at timie t

stubsequent to an i n i 4al high>-. 'ocaI'iz-,d *cncentrario- on -
a olanar interface. or. plotting locgCix,t) vs. x , a

straight line h-avirna the2 sicoe l/C4Dt) should be obtained

from which D -,ay be calculate d if t is >-.owr.

. Soe Oth-er Effects Related to ;Diff-_Slon.

a. R-lations b-etwee- D, s, and 2 h if ov

trans-port through homogeneous, noncorous -Dolvimer membranes

was qui e, gc 2nera liy treatLed as if the(- nribrane were idz-al

so that the_ Flow could be described b-y Fick'1s lnxvs based on

the concentra-tion of the permeant. In such a case the

current donsity_ J throuqh the- membrane is the product of

chc nocativo ,concentraticn jraadient and. the diffusion co-

efficient (F ick's first law of diffusion)

J =-D')C/ )xI
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In a planar membrane of unif-,rm r atarial cronerties,

the steady state concentration gradient is constant so that

t.-s flux er unit area of the membrane is given by

J = -D.CC/x D(C1 - C2)/b. (23)

where the membrane has a thickness b which is uniform and

D is independent of C. The subscript 1 ralates to the

upstream and the subscript 2 to the dcwnstream boundary of

the membrane.

In case of an "ideal gas-memrane oair" one has the

simcle relationshi'D for an isothe:-mal sorntion prccess

C = sp (24)

which defines s and which is just Henry's law if s, the

sorption coefficient, is a constant independent of pressure

p, then from equation (23),

J = -Dsp/Ax = Ds(pl - P2 )/b= -P,2p/Ax (25)

3 that the constant permeability coefficient is given by

P = Ds, (26)

.![though th-;.-2 U . Lv ts 32 extra constant factor tc

handle various mixtures of unit systems.

. °,,. ..,. .".j ."- -.' . .'- .. .. " .t~ • ,.. , .,. ' " '" ." ",".. - -' , -' . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2 ,;_ -" ' r "



b. Czcr nDeoenden't Diffsoio f~r1s

Usu,.ally organic vapor diffusi-on is concentration-dependent.

CrJintcdueda Lmlan value D, whi:ch is the averaqe oef the

difff'asion coefficients for anuT]Dar of *ifferent .surrzace con-

centrations. Calculations ha:a; shown 'that for any one

expx rimnent, D provides a reasonable approximziation to

1 cf ( C27)
0

where 0 to IC, is the concentrati4on aneexisting in the

13sheet during that experiment. If Cis calculated from -the

initial gradient for sorption and D from the gradie-nt for

dorD ti o n then (D + D) is a better approxL7ma . on to

C,
(l/C f) D dC

0

C. Tomperatura -Efet Under ideal conditions,

diffusion follows the Arrhenius equation

-E d/kT

over sufficiently restrict.d temperature ranCes. The nsr

exonenti . Ifactor -D, includes .ntronic terms.

d . Gas or Vapor Proerties thac Affect Diffusion.

Usuallv, largeor gas ,ir cuc ne-a_ t iL-'m r holos in e

for diffCusion to proceed. Accord inI-Y,' the smaeragf th t

ol--culos aroe, the saller the ctiation 2ner-, .if L2 1',-



ccn.3e-querntlyi the larger the diffusivity will1 be. If the

mole:-cular size is large, the effects of molecular shape and

f aibi iybecome imnortarnt. BranchiEd co-mocunds usually ha-,I

1mu-ch lower values of Ed than nonbranched compounds of the

di::-_,sion, the rate of dif'fusion deoends on (a) the numbe

and size distribution ofE pre-existillg hole-s, and (b) the ease

Of h-oie formation. it is physically obvious that i-ncreasea

crvstalilinitvy will reduce D. Also, if cross linking increases,

the diffusion constant decreases and the activation energy of

diffusion will incre ase. It. is also relevant to m~ention that

bo:th of these orocesses would be expected to decroase the

c.-r.:: .g;uratciona1 entro-v of the polymer Sc and that the

correatod decreases in D would be qualitatively consistent

with Barker's entropy correlatLion theory, 18according to which

al-stu,"ta change which reduces the confiaurational ent-cn-.-

~ :a cmexmolecular system (thea polymer) will 1 lead to
-,1 ncrese n th actvaton etrc v N

an -ioroximato y equalicesinteaivioetry .

for structurally controllcd rate processes. The addition of

plasticizer to a polymer decreases Lhe cohesive forces betwee--n

the C.a:- tsultinq i-'n an increase in segmental mobility.

it is cl2ar -. iat the rate of diffusion will increase when

plasicizor is present.
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f. Glass Transition Temperature. Most of the polymers

shzw a sharp change of Arrhenius slope at their glass transi-

ticn temperatu.:-. kb". th _ . ..... re thre ris a

gr-2atly increased segmental mobility allowing for a larger
zon of activation, leading to the observed increases in both

19
energy and entropy of activation. Often, below the glass

temoerature dif4usion becomes anomalous. Sorntion curves may

shc:.i Non-Fickian character. D may show time and thickness

daendence.

g. Fickian Characteristics. The mathematical solution

mentioned in section I.3.2.c. (Sorpticn and Desorption Method)

in this thesis is based on Fick's law. Sorption curves having

characteristics expected from the specified solutions are

customarilv called Fickian (or normal) ovoe sorction. The

following is a summary of important Fickian sorption features

thaz have been made available by the mathematical studios of

Crank and associates.

(a) Both absorption and desorption curves are linear in

-the initial stage. For absorotion, the linear region extends

to over 60% or more of M , where (M / N, ) is the amount of
n0

vapor absorbed per gram of dry polymer until the sorption

ecuilibrium is reached. For D(C) increasing with C the

absorption curve is linear almost up to the final sorption

,equilibrium.

A,
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(b) Above the linear portions both absorption and

desorption curves are concave toward the abscissa axis,

Irraspective of the form of D(C).

(c) When the initial concentration C. and the final
1

concentration C are fixed, a series of absorption curves
Zr

fcr films of different thicknesses are superposable to a

single curve if each curve is replotted in the form of a re-

du:-d curve, i.e. (M /M ) is plotted against t1 /b. This also
to0

applies to the corresponding series of desorption curves.

(d) The reduced absorotion curve so obtained always

lies above the corresponding reduced desorption curve if D

is an increasing function of C between Ci and Cf. Both

reduced curves coil-cidc over the entire range of t when D is

constant in this -oncentration interval. The divergence of

the two curves becomes more marked as D increases more

strongly with C in the concentration range considered.

(e) For absorptions from a fixed C. to different Cf s,

the initial slope of the reduced curve becomes larger as the

concentration increment C_-C. becomes larger, provided that
r I

D :ncreases monotonocally with C in the range considered.

This also applioes to the reduced desorption curves which

star: from different C. '3 to a fixed C.

%

!%
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Chapter II THEORIES

In this chapter a number of theories, which have been

considered in the analysis of the experiments, are outlined.

Although each of the theories discussed provides some

useful qualitative insights, a self-consistent combination

of the theories (mainly the DiBenedetto-Paul theory and the

dual sorption theory) has been adopted for quantitative

use with zhe data. It also should be mentioned that there

is considerable overlap of the concepts in the various

theoretical modeis.

A. Molecular and Statistical Mechanical Models

1 1. Molecular Model. DiBenedetto and Paul 2 0 assumed the

sorbed gas in an ordered region of a polymer is contained

within a cell comoosed of four parallel segments containing

n structural units per segment. The activation energy for

diffusion is related to the variation in the averaqe poten-

tial energy of a molecular interaction which accompanies a

2volume change of An(Tr/4)r 9, where r is the diameter ofSg , g

diffusant and \, is defined in Fig. 2. First they applied

the Leonard-Jones 6-12(Mie) potential function

* * 12 6
= [(a /c') - 2(D /D') ] (29,

to this system using a model in which a single center

S.- ...........
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int-racts with its neighboring chain of 21 center-"

(arbitrary) to give the total interactioLn energy c asC

below

* 10 1* 0
= a [(O /p') - 2( ip!) ] (30)i3- 1 0

where z and p are energv and distance parameters

respectively; and o' is the distance between centers.

Figur (2) gives

2 2 2 + 32 O + i-i) , i = (0,+l,±2, ..... (3

where X is again the chain length oer center (twice the value

of ,\ in ref. 20) and 00 is the nearest neighbor distance.

S-Dstitution into equation (30) gives

" * ( (32)

where I
c + = 1 + 2 IS + i (X/)

Si = .0"0'""~ 2 /P° "-

D -2 Ii + i(X/']'>
i=l 2

Now

I] i / 5/2 ""

- ( i. / ) [O.77(v /v) 1- 2.32(v /v) ], (33)

where v =,(') is the -effective volume oer center, which
0

"* . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .
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came from the assumption that each center is constrained to
* *2

move in plane perpendicular =to the chain axis and v

Diffusion is assumed to occur when an extra volume of

Xn(rr/4)r 2 added to the normal effective volume nv.
g

i * 2
nva Xn(t/ 4 )rg + fl. (34)

The activation energy is given by

AEd M A(A ). (35)

with A equal to four times the change in Eq. 33 correspond-

ing to the volume change. Equation (33) is multiplied by

4 because of the interaction between four segments of this

hypothetical cell. The final result of DiBenedetto and Paul

is

* ,*,

* *11/2 v 1/2
AEd = (4 nNA /IX) p 0 {0.77[(Y-) _ (v_l/2,

a

- 2 . 3 2 [( -) 2 ( Q-) 5 2] (36)
v V-
a

21,22
2. Statistical Mechanical Model. Pace and Datyner

used the same assumption as DiBenedetto and Paul. See

Figure (3). An average chain co-ordination number of 4 is

assumed rather than 6 as for crystalline closest packing of

rods. The diffusant molecules may move either (a) by

sliding longitudinally down the x-axis parallel to the

7.7
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Fig.".:() Fo.osed -pclrij-er microstructure with

locally ozaallel chains and 4 coordination.. (b)

icssille motior3 of a spherica. pernetrant relative to
21

trs loca struct.ure.
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interstitial "channels" of a chain bundle or (b) by "jumping"

S.. at right angles to this direction when adjacent chains are

:icienty searated. One may readily show that process

(a) is generally much faster than process (b) and so the
cenetrant proceeds until a barrier (entanal-ent crvstallit

etc.) is reached whose penetration requires more energy

than chain separation. Process (b) is then rate deterrmn ing

and gives rise to the observed activation energy of diffusicn

and jump frequency. Process (a) establishes the root mean

s,:uare displacemen: (T) between jumps.

Pace and Datyner used a modified form of the equation

from DiBenedetto

** 2 * * 5
f(z) = ( /X ) (0.7 7 (p /z) - 2 .3 2 (p /z) (37)

This equation is like equation (33) except for an extra

division by A, the spacing between attractive centers, so

that f(z) is the potential energy per unit length of a chain.

Neglecting the possibility of segmental "flips" and

assuming that chain bendinq Js distributed over a number of

backbone bonds, one may show tnat the minimum energy, AE,

necessary to produce a separation, d, between adjacent chains

(neglecting any other elastic distortion of the environment)

is given to good approximation by

2 2
mE Min f (f(z) + (B/2) (d z/dx 'V-f(c)dx (38)

.- I
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subject to

z = P + d at x = O

z = 0 at x = *c (39)

The second term in the integrand gives the intramolecular

(chain-bending) energy and x measures distance along the

chains. B is an effective chain-bending module and is

-. e.timated from the polymer backbone geometry and the shape

of the bend rotation potential minima. By a suitable

linearizing approximation, one may solve equation (38) to

give

E 5 .2B3 (B-- 1/4 E:_P)3/4_ 0llE =,.
3 2 {0)){ . 7 7 [-- (p - l0d')

A

,- 0 101 . 3 1 5 -

I] , .,-) (p - 4d')
p + d

* 0 4 3/4 (40)

A" p +d

d'= d + p - p (41)

Pace and Datvner assume, zboth above and below T

that thermal expansion occurs by a uniform average increase

in interchain spacina. Therefore, neglecting expansion
achp

';" along the chain one has (since p Ic 2 1..0)

I4

,%=

2,
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(d/dT)(p /p)

(d/dT) p P a. PV

Vihere av is the thermal expansion of the polymer. Then th

a .arent activation energy, AEapp, as would be obtained

from the Arrhenius plot, is ccnstant.

-A is given by
app

AEapp [ (AE(T)/T -(AE (T) /T 2 )] /(l/T I  l/T 2 ) (43)

where T and T are the upoer and lower temperature limits
T1  2 -

of the interval.

One may then write for the diffusion coefficient D,,

o: a simple penetrant of diameter d

-2Dd = (1/6)L Aex_(-AE/RT)cM-s (44)

where A is given approximately by

A"/2 * 5/4 I/2"A (I/A 2 ) (E /p (,'B/m ) d'/

(dLE/dd')X(5.46 x 10 )s (43)

m is the mass per L-j center (daltons), length units are

nm, and energy units J/mol, d eua1s d (taken rom as
V

viscosity measurements)

For pol'imer chains, such as those indicated in 7ig. ,,

bulky side groups, d is given by d = d - -
V'c

- '
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-p..
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t/e efetv ue ufc ,r-tecan"c-s;th

22,

wi- / /r-e

I I " i

I /1

Fig. 4 Dagramati view of two hypothetical closely

packed helical pol.m-er chains that pcssess closely "

spaced, bulky side groups. The solid cylinders define

the effective outer sur'ace of the chain "cores"; the

dashed cylinders are defined by the average "Ieonard-
"' Jones varametere. There is considerable free space

"'-" 22
within the structure.

,.i
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Equation (40) is the minimum energy to separate two chains zy

attraction, and neglects any displacement of compression of

the environment. It is therefore a lower bound for the trua

activation energy. The expression contains no adjustable

-2parameters but L in equation (44) is not predictable within

the limits of the present theory.

B. Free Volume Theory

Cohen and Turnbull treated diffusion as translation

of a molecule across the void within its cage. In other

words, diffusion is a result of redistribution of the free

volume within the polymer and to some extent the diffusant

. , 1s carried along as the cage moves.

The free volume of a given diffusant molecule is de-

fined as the volume within its cage, less the volume of tn,:*

molecule. Let the total free volume V, be divided into i

small regions or packets; each molecule in the ith region

- • has an average free volume v. N. is the number of diffusant

mol*ecultes having free volume in the ith region.

In order to correct for overlap of free volume, a

numerical factor m is introduced to give
4. ,

m N.y. = (46)

,I

.- 1i

_A7I
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h e value of m should lie between and 1. The average

free volume v is given by vt Vt/1 and the distribution

function ?(v') is

P(v) = (m/vf)exp(-mv'/vf). (47"

f*

The probability of finding a hole of volume v or larger

J* f
P(v ) =f] P(v')dv' = exp(-mv /vf) (48)

v

Cohen and Turnbull assumed a molecule moved trans-

lationally across the void within its cage with gas

klnatic velocity ". The distribution of this molecule to

the diffusion coerficint is

D{' = za(v')u for v' > v (4)'

-. where a(v') is roughly the diameter of the cage and g is

a geomez-rical factor. Th3 a diffusion coefficient

is

is D = j D(v'),v')dv' = ca uexp(-mv /vf) (50)

V*

where a equals approximately the molecular diameter.

it 4s tnen further assumed that the free volume v.. may

b e xpressed by an approximate expression

= V (T - T (5i

S(T

, :., --< .--- "-.-"-',." '-v '.'.:-..-'.-. .. - -.. ; ;';.i ... ' .. , ,--.-.:.:."7."...1 0'< -:-:.: '-- . .;"
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where T is the temperature at which the free volume
0

disappears a and v are the mean valuas of the coefficientm

of thermal expansion and the molecular voll1ma over the [

temoerature ranqe of interest, resoect-velv, substitution

of equation (51) into eauation (50) gives

*. * •

-D ga uexc(-mv /cVm(T - TO)) (32)

C. Barrer's Zone Theory

Barrer 24 based his theory on the idea that a diffusina

molecule moves to successive positions as segments of th,3

surrounding polymer chains fluctuate in an activatred zone

within which the activation energy is distributed through

many degrees of freedom. The expression for the diffusion

coefficient is

2 f'max F_
D = (v/2),' Pf[(E/RT-(/( ) 1 ex(-/RT) (53)

f~

where j is the thermal vibration frequency of the penetrant

molecule. X' is the jump distance, f' is the number o-':

degrees of freedom involved in a particular movement, f'nx

is the value of f' for which the expression in the square

bracket has a maximum, E is the total energy of I mo 'le o

the activated zones under consideration, and Pf is the

probability that the f' degrees of freedom will co-operate

in a diffusion steo. The complete expression in the square I
• . "
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brackets is the probability that the enerav E is distributed

over f' degrees of freedom.

Z. Transition State Theory ( t are Thcory)

25Eyring2  proposed a model that the molecule vibrating

within an energy well had a tendency occasionally to jump

over an energy barrier to the new energy well, causing

diffusion to occur.

The expression for D is given by

D 2 AS*/R - -H*/RT (54 AD =gX'2(kT/h)e e ( )'

where AS* and AH* are activation entrooy and activation

enthalpy respectively, XI is jump distance, k the Boltzmar.n

constant, h Planck's constant, and a represents a geometrJ-

cal parameter which reflects the dimensionality of the

dizffusion orocess. For isotropic d'ffus.on in three

dimensions, g = 1/6.

AS*/R 3/11*/RT i ieThe rate of jumping (kT/h)e e is given

by the product of the atrempt frequence kT/h and the

probability per attempt of hopping over the potential
-'G i RT,'barrier, e

in more recent variants of the rate theory, the jumping

-robability is enhanced by quantum tunneling through the

barriers.

S. ,-
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7 "Dua i Sorction Theorv

Wolf R. Vieth and Mary A. Amini2 6  ormulated the "dual

sorption theory" to explain certain classes of negative and

pcos tive deviations from Henry's law whicl- are trecuent-1

observed in sorption plots of penetrants in polymers. The

dual modes are either that the penetrant molecule is
-. no-mallv dissolved and free to diffuse or that it is

*imobilized, as in a sink or well. It is the second orocess

which gives rise to deviations from normal behavior.

1. Negative Deviation From Henr- Is Law. The negative

deviations can be associated with site binding and low

penetrant levels, where some of the penetrant molecules are

i:robilized ofn sites or in sinks in the matrix. This wou L

be charac:.aristic of a glassy polymer.

The over all concentration of sorbed vapor can be
written as the sum of two terms:

C = Cd + S" (55)

ad

where Cd represents ordinary dissolution and S represents

sorption in the microcavities or holes (Sh), Vieth and

Amini explained the sorption behavior by using a model

based on henry's law and the Langmuir isotherm,

Cd Kdp (Henry's Law) (56)

37 S '
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h  ,'bp/(! + bz). (Langmuir Isotherm) (57)

wnere S' = the hola saturation constant

b = the hcle affinity constant

At low pressures, where bp << 1, the sorption isotherm

t ends to linearity

4-..

C = (Kd + bS.'1) (8)

In the limit of high pressures, where bp >> 1, the solu-

bility in the holes reaches the saturation limit, S'.

Therefore, the isotherm should once again become linear

C KdP + S' (59)

Thus, a plot of C versus p will have two linear regions

with a connecting nonlinear region. Vieth and Amini

applied these relations to diffusion. To analyze the

diffusion orocess for dual mode sorption, a more complex

model is necessary. A differential mass balance is oer-

formed for penetrant diffusing across a flat film. One

term (left term in equation 60) allows for the rate of

accumulation by simple dissolution; the other (right term in

eq:uation 50% for the fact that the film is also entrappinq "

an amount of the penetrant and holding it. The result is a

modification of Fick's law.

4L]
N%
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- 2 C-- - (S + C) (60)
ax.. t h d

For sorption of a gas in a glassy polymer tne

e -. ilibium partial pressure of the gas at any position in-

ie film is the same for both tyces of sorption. By

equating the pressure from the two formulations, a relation-

-sip is found between the concentrations of the bound and

the free species.

Sh= [(Sb/Kd). /[l + (b/Kd)C] (61)

Substituting this expression for S into equation (60)

yields the diffusion equation for dual mode sorttion.

DCd aCd (b"'d)
9D Gn i " ,2)

At low pressures equation (61) reduces to a linear

% relationship between S. and C..

S h =Rc d  (63)

":"R b , SM
P bS, '.., (64) "

: :I

Off Fick's5 n.' n .,: ,- :t .- ~ . ! - v t is dc'- :12d_!_ . .

C .C
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- where Deff = the effective diffusivity

=D/(1 + R) (66)

The measured diffusion coefficient is less than the

* true diffusion coefcet tht 4S, the at'ainment- of

.zorption equillobri U- S slowed down by the imnobilization

process.

At higher pressure, the partial differential equation

for diffusion is nonli1near. Numerical solutions can bDe

found For the equation by using anate difference tecniques.

For normal sorption processes occurring in :in 4t e

baths of -.-enetrant, the dimensionless pressure decay, is

a simple fu_7nction of the square root of dimnslonless tiame

e = t/L~ (67)

where 2L = the thickness of membrane

=(p. - P) / (o. - P') (608)

whore o the initial pressure

h f = the final pressure

* - -ho -ross=r decay is plotted versus the square rooz of

= (+/(I + bp)(66)
4'd
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vi>--th and Arini found three nu.-,.erical- soluti ons by varying

theso~z~ araetrsb,3, and :Q over a wide range.

F:'<cressed graphically all of the data were correlated wit-h nn

a narrow band. Therefore, the1- mean of the band tdas taken

as the correlation.

2.Positive Deviation From qenry' a. I hi ae h

polymer network, swe-Lis to expose more sites, i.-creasing tne2

sorption level synergistically. Now,,, the site density is

not constant when swelling occurs; it changes with the

extent of sorption. A clustering phenomenon displays a

significant deviation from Henry's law, which predicts no

cluster frormulation at all. A :-,or-- detaile-d d-iscuss'Lon of

thi's point is not appropriate in thi:s thesis.

The result is

Df = '/(1 Rfl2)(1 + (-Ilny /3lnC) )(7)

In this case, the true di ffusion coeffi CIIn is

moDdifie-d 'j-; t-ao ffactors; one for t11he second .icdo off sorot:-c

which reduces it, and another for network swellina, wnicn

increases it.

18F. Barker'3 Entroi)v Cc-rre la. ion C~r

The cantral poinL ot the Theory is that in -. szrli2-

curally complex system undergjoing a thermallY activ--.ate-d

............. ~..........
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raz= process, any organizing influence which produces a

reduction Llsc in the contigurational entroov will be

accompanied by a correlated increase ( in the ac..va.. -

encroov associated wiTh the rate orocess. Thus,

A(AS ) = -AS (71)

ASin =AS. -AS c . (72!
final ini

The experimental support for this theory was obtained

by studying permeation of various gases in a series of

oriented polyalkyl methacrylates. The conclusions drawn

were that in a ncncrystalline polymer, wher. the confiqura-

tional ..ntzooy S is reduced bv an ordering process such as~C

stretching, an additional amount of local disorder must

occur in the neighborhood of a diff-usina 7mlecule beore a

unit diffusional step can occur, so that the decrease in

the configurational entrcopy is eQual to the increase in

the activation entropy for diffusion. It may be seen that

this theory is in at least qualitative agreement with many

ctho r facts. For examole. crvstallization reduces the

configuration:i entropy so that one would expect a large

increase in the activation entrov and also a large increa;oa

in ac: -aioc n ?ha ccmhoaition -e ...... chesa

two effects apoears to be such that without the entropy

...
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correlation, the value of D would be much more strongly

r'_ ... cd than it actually is.

C. Io-nic C-nductlon in Polymers

In a given polymer system, it should be considered

that electrical conduction may be due to the movement of

any of the typ tvoes of charc carrers: electrons,

hl, pos, baza elemental ions, molecular ions, and

sovated or hydrated ions. From the viewpoint of diffusion

ex,-erimerits, ionic conduction should play the most importanz

role in this sort of study. Barker's "Local Structure

Kyoothesis" 2 7 provides a useful concept to approach the

problem. The idea i ht the actual concentration of ions

needed to provide a typical level of conductivity (a) is

':ute smali ccm. ared to the number of mers present in the

same volume and furthermore, that zhe electric field near a

given ion is very Largo, so that a measurement of 7 proves

a small volume fraction of the sample in regions that may

be atypical due to zha presence of the ions.

The ionic conducti'iz"- of polymers can originate either

from ionically dissociable groups in the pure polymer or

from the dissociation of an ionic impurity in the polymer.

fhe latter case is much more common. ater plays an

The close collaboration of D. Y. Chen in this sec1io,
is gratefully acknowledged.
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imoortant role in conduction in polymers according to
Barker and Sharbaugh's "Weak Electrolyte " The

e:.: - :1 .. "_upuritv will be onlv ;artially dissociated

as a weak electrolyte into anions and catrions due to the

orasence of water. The pure water itself will also orovide+ -1
H+ and OH- (or H30') ions. These dissociated ionic species

will move toward the electrodes when an exuzrna! electric

field is apolied. The process jives an electrical con-

duction current.

One approach used to deal with the problem of electri-

cal current due to ionic diffusion is the conceot of an

activation barrier. 29 For a simple ionic solid zomposed

of atomic ions, the diffusing ion would move either sy

exchange with adjacent vacancy or by being excited to an

interstitial position from which activated diffusion becomes

easier. For a general diffusion mechanitsm he number per

unit volume of ions (n) in sites from whicn motion is

-WkT tettlnme r
possible is n = Ne , where N is the total number per

unit volume or ions, W is the formation energy of sites. If

- the activation oarriers for jumo itself is U and the

,frequency of vibration is v,, the number of jumps per second

.-." for each of n potential diffusive centers in the absence of

an applied field is ,.'e Thus, the total jumps Joper

sJg. The effect of an applied

: ecod isJo ~ e-(+U)kT%



field E is to raise the activation barrier in the direction

of the field by eEX'/2, where X' is the average diffusion

jump distance, and to lower the barrier in the opposite

direction by the same amount (Fig. 5). The factor g is a

term involving geometri.cal and entropic features of the

system. The net number of jumps per second in the direct3n

'-ot,7osed the field is

j •J_ _ j+

i_ -W/kT
.1 -. - .'gN'e (exp(-(U-eEX'/2/kT)-exp(-(U+eEX'/2)/kT)

2'cNve (U) /kT sinh (eEX '/2kT)

= 2J sinh('-EA'/2kT) (73)

The current density (j)' due to this diffusion Drocess

iVNg - /kTj = Jq =2N0qg'e sinh (eE'/21,T) (74)

* where q is the charge per ion.

The implications from the above equation are:

(i) the conduction is non-ohmic at hiah values of the

applied field

(ii) j increases with temperature T.

21
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Chapter iII INST T 'M N'ATON ?&.D EXPERIMENTAL

PROCEDURE

A. X-Ray Energy Dispersive Analysis

.. Instr':mentation. X-ray analvsis has become widely

aczepted as a powerful tool for qualitative and quantita-

4 tire analvsis of the distribution of chemical eleimnnts

because it is nondestructive, is direct in samole preparation

techniques, can analyze nearly all of the elements of the

periodic table, and is very accurate. It is unique among

analytical instrumental methods in that it provides a con-

siderable amount of information quickly. W.thin minutes,

useful data concerning the atomic composition of the sample

fo~r the elements with atomic numbers from Na up can be

generated.

a. General Principles. When an X-ray photon or

electron beam from a source interacts with the inner shells

of an atom, an electron moves from one shell to a hiqher,
but unstable level. When this atom returns to its

stable position, an X-ray is released that is characteristic

of the particular element. These X-rays are sensed by a
%"

' Si(Li) dotoc-or, am-lificd, digitized, and stored in. memory

r, use by a microorocessor. Such data are then reduced to

a.nswe2rs that are meaninaful to the ozerator.

M Ni&W
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b. Spectrometer. There are two types of X-ray

sectrometers. One is wavelength-dispersive, and the other

one is energy-dispersive. The energy disnersive X-ray (EDX)

systems are lower in cost, but may not provide sufficient

r: solution or may not have the abili- to handle high con-

cantrations.3 0 '3 1  The wavelength-dispersive X-ray (WDX)

scectrometer has betaer resolution, but it needs ti:-,-e to

scan the entire spectrum of interest with the diffraction

crystal. The systems analysis time-typically between 50 s

and 3 min for a single sample with as many as eight measured

elements is somewhat longer than more complicated instru-

ments. Also this kind of spectrometer will be affected by

the geometry of the sample. So, the proper alignment be-

tween the collimating slits, the diffraction crystal, and

the direction should be established. The spectrcmeter used

in this experiment is of the EDX type. Figure (6) is a

scnematic diagram of the energy dispersive X-ray

Scectromecar. The detector is a semiconductor whI;.- can

distinguish one chemical from another on an energy selection

basis. The typical Si(Li) spectrometer is diagramed in

Fiquro (7) 33,34 The Si(Li) detector is essentially a

reyerse-bias diode .hich acts as a transducer; convertina

the energy of the X-ray photons to electron-hole pairs.

The electron-hole oairs are swept out of the detector by the

a.'

• A"
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ap!lied bias voltage and the total charge produced in the

current pulse is directly proportional to the energy of the

X-ray that was absorbed in the deteczor. The Si(Li) diode

and the field effect transistor (FE'), which is the first

-1. a.u.:lifier stage, are cryogenically mounted to redl the

,eiectroni noise of the devices. The detector has aood

ocerational performance at the boiling point of nitrogen,

-!90*C, but the FET must be warmed 700C above this for

optimal performance, necessitating the heater resistor.

The amplifier increases the signal level from the FET

and also reduces noise. Before the signal goes- to the

multichannel analyzer, it enters the base line restorer

which maintains a base line between pulses. The base line

restorer output is passed to an analog-to-digital converter

(ADC). Each time an X-ray pulse is processed by the ADC a

num!ber is generated that represents the channel to be in-

cremented by one, thereby resulting in an intensity versus

energy distribution. A magnetic core memory accumulates

the number of times each energy interval is detected and

he information is displayed on a cathode ray tube (CRT).

c. Aoplications. The applications include scanning

electron microsccpes, electron microprobes, transmission

'.eIectron microscopes and X-ray fluorescence analysis. The

one used in this experiment is the scanning electron

.r"" ." "' ."" " , -". "' '"".''-...'." "" ""." ., -" .':.'" ' "" ""- """- "" ." .-.-.-" -;" ,. ". ' "- ."- -"•" -"''" I"
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microscope. Figure (8) shows the interface between the

scanning electron microscope and energy dispe:sive

spectrometers. The SEM has a very small electron beam.

.,,o-r this reason the regions of the sample examined can be as

small as 1-2 pm in diameter.

d. System Performance. Because the width of the band

:)ass filter and the fact that only one X-ray can be

processed at a time, the output count rate is less than the

input count rate. To correct for this difference, the

system uses a special livetime clock that runs only during

the time the amplifier is able to accept another pulse for

processing. When an X-ray is detected, the amplifier be-

comes busy, and the livetime clock is turned off. The

system is dead during this period, and so this processing

time is called deadtime. Realtime, the normal time measure-

ment, is the sum of the livetime plus the deadtime, if the

deadtime loss is over 20%, the livetime correction is nc

longer able to work accurately.

Th D spec ifec resolution for zhe system was 153 eV full

width at half maximum (EWIIM) at 5.89 eV. The reason for

using this is that the theoretical shape of the curve can

be predicted. Usually the faster the amplifier can process

counts, the poorer its resolution.

01
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2. Exoeriental Procedure. Many methcds were considered as

a possible means of introducing diffusant 4nto the sample.

Most of these failed because of the severe difficulty in

dealing with such small thin films (10 urn-40 u in thicknessl

and -ine fibers (10 lm-40 urn in diameter) . One of the

methods tried is shown (Fig. 9.a.).

Salts such as NaCi, Fe(NO3 )3 ,. . .etc. were dissclved
3. 3"

in water to act as diffusants. The advantage of this-

arrangement is that the surface tension of the soluticn a-n

the balance pressures (inside tube and outside tube) create

a perpendicular surface to introduce diffusant into the

fiber. Furthermore, the evaporation of water is insig-

nificant. The disadvantage is that the experiment is still

complicated by surface diffusion. After a certain time of

diffusing, the sample was glued on the carbon mount using

carbon paste (colloidal graphite). The reason for using

carbon was to avoid peak overlaps between the specimen and

specimen holder. The electron microscope only allows
conductive specimens to be detected. Therefore, the specimen

oo Thrfoe th 
.

e4
%

was coated with carbon about 100 A thick. In this procedure,

the sample was exposed in a vacuum. We assume thae the

water ;aroz'icd in this step and that diffusion was quenched.

The first essential problem here is that during the coating

procedure the sample was heated up to about 100'C for 10

- - . . . - , * - ..- - . . . . - . .. .
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Fig. (9.a) Method of introducing diffusant

into PPBT fiber.

DUALITATIVE ELEM1ENT iEI'TIFCAIi}

SA'iPLU ID:EXEC(2-P) DATa LA6EL

ELEnmEhTS IDENT!FIED
S KA

P KA
r., Z.i KA '

PEAK- LISTTING
ENERGY AREA EL. AND LINE

1 1.996 1197 P 1,
2 2.303 48001 S 'A
3 8.030 1356 L U i

4 8.609 339 Z EA

Fig. (9.b) Computer output of czuali-tativa

analysis method.
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-,nutes for the process to finish. Another orc'.l-m is that

the specimen is exposed to a large electric field. Con-

sequently, this step will cause a severe error in determining

the diffusion rate of mobile diffusant.

.The coated fHb er was scanned bv +he electron beam frxnm

an edge along the axis at each distance. If diffusion did

occur, the excited X-ray could be analyzed to determine the

diffusion rate.

PPBT fiber 29022-42-4 was examined by EDAX using the

qualitative identification program. The computer output is

shown (Fig. 9.b.).

This fibef was made from polynhcsphericacid (PPA)

solution. The residual acid corresnonds to the peak of the

element P. The peaks of Cu and Zn are due to the chamber

materials.

One Fe(NO3 ) 3 doped PPT Fiber ,7as examined at the same

place six times. 'ine results shcw.j a 25% deviation. Figure

(10) gives the computer output of the semiquantitative

analysis method.

The prcocsed explanations are: 1. the rough surfaces

cause errors in the take off angla (350 here). 2. The

inhomogencoas structure inside PBT. 3. rhe sensitivitv of

SDAX is not high enough for the available samples.
A O

4"
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Accordingly, we should require better samples and higher

concentrations of dif'fusants before "he EDAX method can 'e

fully successful.

Fig. (11) demonstrates the :nnomcenecus surface and

residual PPA solution for ?PBT fibers.

Figure (12) shows the typically rough surface of a DP2T

film under low mak:n"-a-ion in the eiectrcn -iroscce.

B. Weiahinq Method with the Cahn E-ctrobalance

1. Instrumentation. The Cahn Electrobalance ("ode -l-R) is

36based on the nuilbalance principle, which is generally

accepted as being the most accurate and reliable method of

measurement. When the lowest dial range (I rag) is chosen,
re S%~417=

the resolution can be as small as 0.2 ig

a. Theory of Operation. Figure (13) is the schemati

diagram for -_he ope2rating system. When the sample weicnr

changes, the beam tends to deflect momentarily. The -lacg

moves with it, changi g the light to the ohototube and the

ohototube current. This is amplified in a two-stage servo

amnlifier and the amplified current is applied to a coil

attached to the beam, which is in a magnetic field. The

current in the coils acts like a d.c. motor, exertinq a

force on the beam to restore it to the original balance

position. Thus the change in electromagnetic force is ecual

.........................
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to the change in sample weight. The beam is always in

dvnamic equilibrium, with the sum of the moments on "t eQual

to zero. The restoring force is powerful and fast so thac

thebeam apears tsua1 o be locked in place. By means

of accurate potentiometers, an accurately calibrated volza-z,

is subtracted from the voltage across the coil. A dial on

the ootent-ometer reads directly in milligrams.. corr: 3Dond-

to t-he amount of voitage being subtracted in the circuit.

T1- e::cess of coil volt-ge over refernce voltage is then

available for the recorder.

In crder to return the beam to exactly the ori.4inal

positic-, after a weight change, a slight offset of the beam

is required to cause the added current in the coil. ' h

ratio of the offset which would occur withcut feedback to

that which occurs with the servo operating is called the

servo loop gain, G. It is a dimensionless quantity in excess

of 1000. This factor reduces the power supply changes and

speed up resoonse time.

Figure (14) and (15) show the circuits of the servo

aroiifier and control units resoectivel,. The force induced

by the ohototube current is limiued by the slit opening.

ti mum adjustment of the SLIT2 .zotentiometers a7 occurs

when the maximum up and down forces are equal. Due to this

feedback system, drastic changes in tube characteristics
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with time will have no effect on balance performance '.ithin

its range. When the beam is in balance, the current is zero.

Weight added to the sample pan will cause a Dcsiti7e currant.

On the other hand, remcving weight from tha sample Dan w4i1

cause a negative zurrent. The maximum current is ±3rA,

maximum voltage about ±9 volts, correspcndingly, the refer-

2> ence voltage supplies across the mass TDotentmetrs R29 is

made + and - by means of resistors R30 and R31, so that the

mass-reference-voltage can equal coil-voltage over the

useful range. Zero net weight corresponds to 0.5 on the

dial, - maximum output corresponds to 0, and + maximum to

1.0. The voltage output at a dial setting of 0.5 is chanced

by means of R32 to compensate for variations in pan and

stirrup weights, etc; it is basically a zero control, and is

called "set 5," because that is what you do with it. The

voltage at a given weight is adjusted by means of R22, in

series w4-... the torque motor coil. The more resistance,

for the same current, the more voltage. This is similar to

the Calibrate controls on other Electrobalances, but is

called SET 0/10 here.

The excess of coil voltage over reference voltage is

applied through R33 to a step voltage divider, used to

establish the recorded range. The actual voltage per

?L



mlligram is determined by adjusting 033 (Calibrate Re-

corder) on any recorder range.

To reduce the stray forces, from vibrations, e-c., te

ou;:-ut voltage can be applied to a low-nass fil tar, deoend-

ing on recorder characteristics I-- more filteri.c is.-

necessary, add more capacitance in parallel with the one in
-1 4°

the balance. Additional capacitors should _ o f' -.__ - and

should be added in increments of 5 or 10 , F to be signifi-

cant.

Some other signal can be introduced to the recorder,

by connecting its + lead to x positive of the recorder

range switch, and its - lead to z, and turning switch to x.

b. System er:ormance. There is a residual mechanic--_

zero shift as a function of :::crature, even at 0.5000. At

no load it is about -0.5 *g,'C; that is, the balance reading

will go down that much as --he ..mu.rature increases. The -:

effecc of load is in the opposite l'irection, so that some-

whr bet...een the half-and full-rated-load the effective

temoerature coefficient will be 2ero. The electromagnetic

system is temocrature comoensated, so that the M_,,SS dial and

recorder calibrations are independent of temperature. This

coensation is full. efecteive for a r ange of about 100 C . <

around ambient.

7--
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Minimum recc:mended recorder rances are indicated by

te small pointers on the back of the mass dial range knob.

They are chosen so that -,h, 2inim'r increase nf mass dial

seztzmng will be 1- cn the finest recorder range. If the

mass dial is not moved, the stability of the ra-enc2 po;er '"

supply for the mass dial will termit readings to 1% on -he

recorder for 2 ranges below the minimum reco.-maended, at ffulL.

sc-a.a on th- mass dial (0 or 13) If the mass dial hanoens

to be close to 5, even finer ranges can be employed.

The instruction manual #3124-1 for #200-1 Cahn el-ctrc-

) balance model RG has the details c' fine points-of operation,

ape_ a 4..o at"ions, and operating, orocedurs etc.

The information, such as operation in a vacuum,

thermomolecular flow and aerody7namic effects, is ;ery useful

for the person working in this kind cf area.

In the experiments of absorpnion carried out here,

hiqn precision was needed so that the lona-term zero drift

and .um'lative zero drift became serious problems. The

balance needs 18 hours to warm up and longer may even be

:x.ter in ma.y installations the blank will show a dav -

24-hour cycle, superimposed on a steady drift, even after

-l. tmnz-_rtu_-e :efcts are eliminated. The da'l- cvf-

ma, be as large as 10 micrograms peak-to-peak at no load,

-.nd 15 -iicrcqrams at ffull lcad. Th- steady drift rate :n',.a

.................... 'N..........
S- . . . -:.,. . . . . . . .

.. . . . . . . -.. . . .
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be as large as +0.1 microgram/hour. The explanation for

this is that it may be due to level shifts in the buildin7.

Other factors will cause drift, too. Periodic blasts of

cold air from an air cnd-tner mav cause -eriodic errors.

Turning room lights on and ozf may produce a shift of as

much as 1-2 microarams in halance indication, and people

V. walking in front of it may shift-it one or two tenths of a

microgram. The supply voltage change of 15% will cause

a few tenths of a micrcaram shift.

2. E:. amental Procedure. PPBT films 23-55-25-6 were

cut to 3.5 cm long. The weight was -7 mg. Each samule was

put in one small specimen container. Then, they were trans-

ferred to the desiccator for 48 hours drying. The

desiccator was set up as in Figure (16).

After the samples had been dried, the vacuum was re-

-eased. During this re -as-ng nrccess, the air oassed

through a long column containing desiccant before ent2rinq

the desiccator. So, the moisture of the air was absorbed.

Then, those dried samples were placed in the electrobalance

for measurement.

During measurements, the mass dial was adjusted to the

value where the recorder went to the zero position, and it

was locked at that moment. The recorder was in the hiahest

sensitivity range. (2 ranges below the minimum recommended.)

. .. . .. .-...-..- .-..- ...-, :..- . . -. ~.. . . . ..... -.. . •..... ...... -.....-. .. .. :, . .. ,.-.
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The full scale (100%) position of recorder was down '<

'I 0.m1 g at the 5 mV-set. Drifting and noise became
,- e e had no cVoc. The reasons ford - tr- .

}.
have been di;'scus- -d in the: 5aca: orvtmP~frtne

.- Noise was caused frcm the electrica! circuits. Obviously

;we were dealing with the instrument near its margin of

ca~aniliv. There was one oth-r important factor whic '".-.

tD be considered: the ra de- jid not reccrd the mass

cn.ane from instant that the diffusion began. Figure (17)

is based on a curve traced from the recorder. Points were

chosen on the curve and plotted as relative mass increase

vs t in Figure (18). The curve is clearly non-linear in

the initial region. If we assume the recorder has a time

la. ,  then the curve is naturally based on (Mt - t )/

(M -Mt0) vs (t - t 0 ) Hence consider
t00

0;.' '."'" (Mt - Mt ) /(M - M O) >M.':'t/ _ y )-  - (M. O/M~' ] 1  -(:' ,. 2 ',):.,]

2~ -22 .2'Pt/ = 1 - (8/s-) - exp[-D(2m+ 1)27 t/1"" m=O

(See equation (14))

According to above equations, we can fit the experimental

curveb ch-inc-ing and D. The best fit is shown on

- ..- - . . ,. - . .... -... ....-..... . .
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Curves such as the or.i- in Fiacure (193) were drawn sr

- 21 step curve-drawing oronram of a ii.'d...... ckard De.z

r n.2.r Microcomputer with a 7225:. cli-:zer

C. Sorotion Method with ' 3-mole ..... nd in on. a Quartz

Spring in an Evacuable Charr

This method is a tr"ad-'ona techniquo for sorption

m asurements. Figure (20) illustrates the essential

componenzs for this system. The chamber is evacuable and

under thermal control. It connects with a vapor source to

cause a mass change of sampol which can be measured through

a telescope. Figure (21) shows the main parts in more

graphic detail. Figure (22) depicts the vacuum system. The

thermal scurce contains a 50 2 heater, a temperature

controller model 49 (or 50), a 10 switch OMEGA's digital

temperature indicator (model 175), a centrifugal fan, and a

variator. Six thermocouples attached to the system allow us

calirate the t 7rature ....... r t parts of the

system. The curves shown on Figure (23) and (24) show these

temperatures and will be discussed below. From Figure (24),

it is easy to see the time needed to reach steady-state is

a: least 50 rin. The vapor source is a removable tube

i~
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connected to the chamber through a three-way stopcock. The

vacuum system is composed of a combination of a mercury

diffusion pump and a mechanical pump.

In order to demonstrate the reliability of this set

up PET (Poly-ethylene Terephthalate) film was chosen because

extensive reliable data for H20 diffusion in this polymer

were available. The sample was 10.15 cm long, 1.97 cm wide

and 80 im thick. Obviously the edge effect is insignificant.

(See Appendix D). Figure (25) gives sorption and desorption

curves of PET at 36C. Figure (26) gives the curves for

sorption at three different temperatures. Diffusion co-

efficients were calculated based on the initial gradients of

the curves. The slopes were quite linear up to MJM 60.

This is called Fickian behavior. Figure (27) is an Arrhenius

plot of H20 diffusion in PET. The result shows good agree-

ment with literature values. I
The activation energy !0, 4 kcal'mol (43.5 kJ/mol) is

tha same as is given in the literature. The deviation f

diffusion coefficients are within 10%_. These results demon-

strate that the system is reliable. That is not to say that

problems were not still there. For example the tiny weight

of the PPBT 5amoles was beyond the sensity of our original

quartz sprina, then a new quartz spring with 10 mq maximum

load and 47.5 ug/mm sensitivity came to replace the old one, ,-1

.7-
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which was 200 mg maximum load and 9.75 mg/cm sensitivity.

The new spring is so fine that it is almost impossible to

handle. To my knowledge, the .m-anufacturng company can not

make any finer quartz springs than this. r

One protecting column was added to the system to

protect the spring from being hit by air or vapor flow, or

being sucked into the vacuum system. The solubilitv of

diffusant in PPBT came out to be so low tha- the thermal

exoansion of the chamber had to be considered in some

experiments. The sample used in this method is 23535-25-6)

PPBT film with weight 9.658 mg, length -5.2 cm, width -6 mm,

and thickness 20 pm.

vL
m,-,'K.

¢ *1.
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Chapter IV RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

-. The Effect of Microcav-iti.es on Dson.

I have previously mentioned that the PPBT film avail- "

able for these experiments is still very rough. The

surface contained erupted vo.ids which can be seen at high

magnification in the electron microscope. According to a

37reDort from the University of Massachusetts, the- referred

to the microvoids inside PPBT fibers and films as needle-

like in shape. Perhaps football-like would be an alterna-

tive description. The Average Void Sizes obtained by Debye
0

analysis of small angle X-ray scattering is 163 ± 10 A
0

along the extrusion direction and 135 ± 11 A perpendicular

to the extrusion direction. This correlates to ~13 monomers

0

(1.35 A each) along the extrusion direction and -11

monomers (still based on length 12.35 A) perpendicular to

the extrusion direction. These microvoids will act as deep

trapping sites in diffusion. When penetrants are sorbed

into voids, they become virtually immobilized. Naturally,

the observed diffusion rate will decrease.

Figure (28) shows three curves for sorption rates

measured by the electrobalance. The changing of room con-

ditions and the different time delays for transferring

samoles from the desiccator to the electrobalance correspond

-%
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to the main reason for the curve shift. Another factor is

the drifting of the electrcbalance, which has been mentioned

before. After calibration, the D value is 6.0 x 10
-10 c2.i 

sec (see Figure (29)) and solubiity is 1.28 x 0

Compare these values to the data from the quartz spring
h a .9x10 10 cm2 -3.

method which has D = 1.79 x cm2/sec and s = 5.23 x 10

(See Figure (10), (31)) The results are dramauically

different. One is forced to inquire "What causes this

difference?" There are some important differences in the

way the experiments were done. The experiment with the

electrobalance occurred in air with 70% humidity. On the

other hand, the experiment in which the quartz spring was

used is in vacuum initially and then has almost 100%

humidity. But these factors would not be expected to make

any big difference in the measured diffusion rates for

normal rubbery polymers or other homogeneous polymer systems.

Due to the fact that PPBT has lots of microcavities, a

"dual sorption theory"2 6 was introduced which enabled us to

resolve the conflict. First, we assume, when the sample

is measured in air, that the microvoids have been filled

with air. Water will not be trapped in these voids. Then,

we apply equation (66) from chapter II,

Def f  D/1 + R

01
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-0 2N n -a De f = 1.79 x 10 cm- sec that is the value from the -

"'.artz soring and D = 6.0 x 10 c.r Is c whh is the

value from electrcbalance.

We can get

R = 2.35, where R = bSX'K.
na

In

bS 1 = ?.35K

i this case, the pressure is low so equation (73) is used.

C (K d 4bS)p

= (Kd + 2.35)p

= 3.35KdP

where C = 5.23 x 10 which is the solubility of HO in P9BT

using the method of quartz spring. Therefore,

" -3 "
Kd p 1.56 x 10

According to our assumption that water won't be trapped

inside the microvoids by using the electrobalance. The

solubilitv will follow Henry's law. So, the value can be

calculated by putting 0.7p (because of 70" R.H. in room)

irto above equation.

A. .
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Kdx(O. 7p) = 1.09 x 10

Now, comoaring this value to the experim-na. result,

-3-.28 x 10-  from the electrobalance, the r.sults ar )I

reasonable agreement with each other. A little bit higner

value from electrobalance imolies that -he microcavities

still tra oed some small quantity of wates.

From the above demonstration, the water sorbed by

microvoids at 25'C is approximatel!y 3.57 x 103. That

corresocnds to 3.34 x 10 mg. If the water were in t-n.-

liquid phase, the volume should be 3.54 x 10 cm

Dividing by the sample volume (6.24 x 10- cm 3 ) lields the
volume ratio 5.67 x 10- . Obviously, the .ater is not

saturated in the voids unless the vapor pressure is very

high. Consequently, the voids volume should be much bigg:e_

than this amount. That is voids volume - 5.57 x 10- 3

(0.567 v/ o.

B. Activation Enera,' Relates to Rotation Energy of Chain

Segment

PPBT film is anisotropic in structure. Thomas, rri,

11su et al. of the University of Massachusetts- analyzed the

...ang.. .2 fon Ji"rac-o. oactern and croosed t;o

probable monoclinzc unit cells

r,



Cell I Moncoclinic Cell I.I Monoclinic
0

a' =5.33 A a = 7.10A
o

b= 3.54 A b =6.G
0 0

c= 12.35 A c =12.35A

y=960 y=630

z= 1 z 2

The proposed arrangement oJE PPBT in its crystal structure is

shown as Figure (32) . How does this relate to diffusion?

According to the molecular model proposed by,. DiBenedetto

and Paul2 the activation energy for diffusion is related

tthe variation in the average potential enerT'y of

molecular 'interaction which accomTpanies a volumei change of"

2n (-T/4) r

Pace and Dary .ne-r 22 2=ollowing thi's idea, proposed a

st~atistical mechanical model in which the activatir. energy,

is related to the bending ena-gy and Van der ',;aals energy

for producing a separation d between the surfaces of

adj acent ch-ains where d is tha diameter orf 7e diffusant.

Both theories point out that the activation eneroiv for

diffusion is the energy necessary to produce and eietv

volume larqc enougjh to accommnodate the diffusant. 'Now, we

are doaliniT ,,ith a poiLymer wh-Lch has flat rigid chain2

~~c~ieflt5. (S.e 4a C, (33) ) it isoIajs -he osiii:

-Dl rotation on -Ihe two single bonds. Accordinq to the2
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re oort o:-, j. E. Mark, et al. of the University of

Cincinnatti, that the ring groups freely rotat2 to 200 frcm

the origin. The activation energy is 2 kcal/mol. If it

rotates to 900, the rotation energy is 6 kcal/mol. The

activation energy for H20 diffusion in PPBT is 6 kcal/mol

and that for benzene diffusion is 12 kcal/mol. (See Fi,-ure

(31), (34)). This implies a diffusion mec-anisra as suggested

in Figure (33). HO needs only one chain seament to rotate

930 for it to pass through; however, benzene needs both

chain segments to rotate 900 for it to get t-rough. If one

remembers the discussion in the previous section of how

microcavities affect diffusion, it can be seen that th

activation energies measured are not the true values. The

effective diffusivity Def= D/1 + R will change with R.

If R decreases when temperature increases, the measured

effective activation energy will be higher than it

suoposed to be. Generally, this is the tendency that

dlnb/d(l/T) higher than dlnKd/d(l/T). Consequently, this

will cause an abnormal high negative enthalpv of solution.

Figure (35) and (36) show the evidence for this.

C. Interoretation of Coefficients

The sample of PPBT has a vry rough surface, uneven
,1

thickness, voids, and impurities. Rough surface and uneven

!..51
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SOLUBILITY COEFFICIENTS OF
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thickness can even be seen by the naked eyes. Voids have

been studied by using small angle X-ray scattering patterns.

That voids exist in substantial amounts also has .... •

supPortad by previous discussion in this thesis. The
probable impurities in PPBT are residual methane sulfonic

acid (or PPA which has been found in EDAX in this thesis)

and other imourities which could be introduced in the

synthesis procedure. All these effects will shift t.-e

diffusion character significantly from the theoretical pre-

dictions of well dimensioned pure samples. Table I gives

4! the coefficients of water, benzene, and ethanol. The lack

of enough experimental data on etianol is because the

solubility of ethanol is too low to be detected at high

temperature. The temperature-dependence of the solubility

coefficient includes the heat of condensation and the heat

of mixing. In our case, the Lan. ,uir isotherm of solution

in pre-existing cavities also exists. The abnormal enthalpy

of solvation is mainly attributed to the S b quantity *.hich\

is the hole filling term in S = (Kd + bSA)P as discussed in

, chapter II. The order of solubility coefficients in terms

of mole numbers is water > benzene > ethanol. In contrast,

the diffusion coefficients at room temperature have the

order as ethanol - benzene water. If we recall that

Def = D/(l + (bS/Kd)) and S =(K d + bSp, it is obvious

"-'-. -:' ' -%?' 4 --~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~...""".......-';.''-'.-.'-.-.".- ..... . ... ........... >... ....-. """!

. .. .0

~ 4.K..,::.K*..:::.2<K ~. *. *~*PC
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Water Ben --ne Ethanol

Ed (kCal/mole) 6 12

D(cM2 /sec) 1.71xl0 - 10 2.8x10 1 1.1 x!0 9

(25-C) (24-C) (240 C)

i (kCal/mole) -9 (high T) -23
-32 (low T)

2 6
D (cm /sec) 4.28x10 0.183

S(mg/mg) 6.93xi0 - 3  7.99x I 0- 3  l.48xlo-3

(250C) (24 °C) (24°C)
(24±1.4mmHg) (94_4mrnmHg) (55±lmmHg)

Table I

Diffusion Data of PPBT (28555-23-6) Film.

2.)".,%'.< ",'?_t. ."-.''.'.,''. ' "% <-%.,'/ ., :t'" ,. .,-' ? : , 2.":: ,- ';') v " , '- , - < ' .. ' : -
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that the higher the bS" value the hicTher the S value, but

the lower Deff value. If we further assume that S' is the

same for these three soecies, it will imply that the forces

between polymer surface and diffusants are in the order

water > benzene > ethanol. Figures (37)-(43) are diffusion

curves for the three vapor species studcied. The solid

curves reoresent theoretical values. Al! data dizQ'av a

* negative deviation in the long time region. This is the

behavior of a concentration dependent diffusion rate. Again,

microcavities are responsible as will be demonstrated below.: i

The flux of penetrant is only due to mobile molecules, not

trapped ones, therefore

J = -D(C)DC/ax

S (C ) Cl 75)

where C is the overall concentration, the suffix 1 refers

to mobile molecules. We find D(C) = D1 (C)3C1 /3C. If the

immobilized molecules are sorbed according to a Langmuir

model and the mobile molecules according to Henry's law,

then

C2 = Cl/( + CI) (76).'

-.ncr C ... s z. o -cnc-: ntratlcn of immobile molecules"

n_.'
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- -. > C, then

C/ = c/(. + C I ) (77)

= DI (C)/(i - 2

* '" 'This siznple model leads tc a dif-usion coef-i an: whnh.
increases with concentration. 8 Tus , the do,'ed tar s Is

acting as traos insiJ.e P2BT tha same erreot. This

ohenomenon also was observed in this exerm..ent.

Fc,__ure (44) displays the sorzccnr, anc. a.... .,''

curves of H2 0 in PPBT. The curves are si-rmoid in shape

.while the desorption curve crosses the sorption curve twice

before eauilibrium is reached. This sort of behavicr which ."

is described as anomalous or "non-Fickian" has been re-

ported, ;' c nr:ance, in the sor-tion of ;ater by cellulose

(Newns, 1956), Keratin (King, 1945) and -. inyl alcohol• 41

(Long and Thomoson, 1935).

-The -water remaining inside PPBT in the deso-r-'tion

crocedure is 1.02 x 0- 3 M/mg.

D. Ef--_  - D off Dooin Ealt

As mentioned in chapter II (part G) relative to ionic

conductivity, water will enhance the dissociation of ionic

...- ,,",
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mzurizies i-nno anions and cations, and consecuenzlv incr,:ae

the conductivity. Will any impurities in polymers affect

di-fusion? Yes, this is demonstrat2d b', meZ.ur-eme.t3 n -

scz-ttion characteri tic of PPBT films soaked for 2 days in

1 iolar salt solutions of three nitrates (Fe(NO,),,

Co(NO3 2 , Ni(NO3 )2 ) and two chlorides (CaCI2 , LiC). P

samples were immersed in 1 molar salt solutions for two

days and rinsed in distilled water before being dried. The

dried samples were measured by the electz-obalance. Frcm

the rates at which the weight increased, diffusion co-

efficients were determined (Figure (45): (46)). A plot of

logD vs the charge to radius ration q/r came out to be a
sr-aght line (Figure (47)). This mat be described b- the

following equation

logD = 0.214q/r - 9.592 (70)

where q = the electric charge of cation

r = crystal ionic radius
, ~~101 ,

The constant -9.592 corresponds to D = 2.56x 0.

cm /sec. This value is very close to the diffusion co-

efficient of water in pure PPBT using the quartz spring. It

suggests that the ions are mainly in microcavities.

Let us consider any rate constant K can be expressed

E/RT t---%,.as an Arrhenius equation K< Ae ,then InK = nA -E/RT ,
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compare this to equation (78), we find that if water acts

on anot'ler negative charge -qw then -q- /r correlates to

the energy term F. Thus, the Diffusiton rate is attribut ..

to the reaction between water and cations. Also, the

diffusion rate is directly proportioned to the alectrical

potential fields of cations. One experiC:ent done cv

42Takamazs- about sorption phenomena in ::alon A m ans

is described: during the neutralization process which

cations replaced H+ in SOH + site, the coefficients D of
3.

several cations were determined and logD was related

linearly to q/a, where a is the separation distance b..tween

centers of charge of the cation and anion. This observa-

tion might have the same reason as ours.

E. Possible Interaction of Dooed Salt with Polvmer -*

There is a very important matter for organometallic

chemistry, called the "sixteen and eighteen electron--fule "

According to this rule, stable organometallic compounds of

the transition metals will have a total 18 valence electrons

about the metal; in other words, they will have the

"effective atomic number" (EAN) of the next higher inert

gas. Molecules having only 16 valence electrons can often

- be jIst as stable as 13". In qen.--. Crznic *"222.2 :C 2

the transition metals are formed with those metals in low



ox,_dation states, since it is only in that condition that

the metal will have populated orbitals of - svmmretry and a

low z to allow metal to ligcund -r electroni:c flow. Thus,

the preferred oxidation states are Fe , Co, NiO . Un-

fortunately, these are not the ones in our case. But,

possible reactions will haccen, if reduc-ion of metal ions

occurs.

-Diffusio rtes were measured reDeazedly. (Fi:ure

(43) - (0, Tables II-V) Sinca the room conditions changed

and due to the limited sensitivity of instrument, it is

still not possible to make final cocrlusions. However, it

iS obvious that the diffusion rates decreased to some axtent.

The samlol weicht decreasad somewhat and in some cases,

even appeared to become lower than that of the original dry

sample.

F. Discussion on .Aoronoloc-- an-. Anasotrooic Charac:--r.

If diffusion in PPBT is a prccoss of mass tr'ansport

along the interchain channels, then the diffusion rate

should be sensitive to the morphology of the polymer. It

is then necessary to analyze the relation between mor.hology

and diffusion.

2
Accordinq to Zdwin L. Thomas et al., the PPBT fiber

can be peeled and mildly sonicated into thinner and thinner

ribbonlike fibrils. Each of these fibrils appears to

..
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F."' e NO3 3- 9H O Co (N0 3 ) 2"5HI) N i (3R 6H. C

1 ist day 2 23xi 3.67xI0 4....
(79% R.H.) (26 (26C) (2 6C)

2nd day 2.36x10 3  4 430- 45x 1-
(79% R. H. (26-C) (270:) (2O r,

3rd av 4.64x0 3.9xC - 3

(70% R.H.) (2-02) (23lC)

N .1

4th day 2.l6xlO - 3

(71% R.H.) (26 0 C)

30th day i.19xl- 4.33x10 3.321x10 3

3 1

.(7-"17% R.H.) (26 0 C) (26 0 C) (26 0 C)

Ta e 1
['2 Taile I

Sorption Coefficients of 1120 in Nitrate Dornd
PPBT i'm Aft.r Several Days (beFore correction).
PPBT '' "....



Fe (NO -9fl., N i 0 )6 H,, Co

co (N- 2' 6110 LiCl

1s t dav 1 4.5L0x1O 3.3 z0 2.2 3~::xj 2
(79% R.M.) (26 2) (26WC) (2 "S) (26-C) (2C)

2nd dav 2. 39x-10 3 5.3 2 x 1C 4. 35~lo0
(79%- R.H.) (2Z6 00) ) (260C)

'rd -j' 1x 0~ 3 .39x1J-
(70% R.)(?80c) 23 0)

4th da v 2. 13

30th 'a- 0.4.1 .31
(73 5, H. (2 602c1 (t0-) (2 )

SorThi:1 o~fic.an~ a ~jQDiffusior

Da ,s (at :c-r arcj)-
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Fe Co Ni

" -9 -9-9'
1st day 2.55xl0 1.x10 L.30x-0-

2nd day 1.56xI0 -  1.05x -10 165xi0 -

3rd day 1 .i5xi0 1.62xl0 9

• -,Q

4th day 1. 72x10 9

30th day 9x10 - 0  6.4x!0 - 0  9.7x!0 - 0

Table IV

Diffsion Coefficiait3 ,cm/s) f Wat r :"li Doped PPB3T Film After Several Days.

S.~

S.

! -.~ #.. 5 . &. ... &
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Fe Co Ni

Pure dry Sample
before dcped 6.86 7.11 6.85

(mg)

-'.

1st day
doped 6.901 7.16 6.90
(mg)

2nd day
doped 6.38 7.16 6.90
(ma)

3rd day 16 6.88
dooed 7.1663
(rg)

WI.,

4 th day
".- dooed 6.86

(mg)

30th day
doped 6.82 7.11 6.34
(mg)

Table V

-Weig7ht (rig) of PP3T Film Measured Before and
After Doping for Several Days of Drying.
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cc_-nsist o zmalea_ "micrcofibrils" of lateral dimensions
0vrvir from 50 to 80 A. (Figure (51)). A schematic of the

te-tture of these kinked ribbons is orcoosed n Figure (52)

Each microfibril consists of a succession of narrow
0

crvstallites (50 x 500 A or smaller) enmbedded in somewhat

less ordered matrix. The periodicitv of the banding varies
0

from 100, to 2000 A. At present, they still do no.- now

whether the bands that apcear are due to the fragmentaticn

of the fibe.sz during the samole preparation, or on the

contrary, are characteristic of the as-spun fibers.

Based on above, Barker proposed that microvoids might

exist between microfibrils as suggested by Figure (53.a.).

Then the parallel diffusion will be much larger than-
0

transverse diffusion. If the voids are onl, a ffew A width,

,the longitudinal diffusion, parallel to the axis of micro-

fibrils, and the activation energy for a jump x is approxi-

mately proportional to a quantum v of the order,

* * 2

-9

From *,_iuazon D,/ = rL-> 0, we have, as a first
,o.o

approximation

-, /. (o = ; .. 6 ... '
'p 2

=-

_ _" (R )1.
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micrcf ibrils

457. . a.) ±ro-os,.d S-zackuwn rir- of
MIr li with vc~s n
i' t e'a I s

Fi~re(5;. ) -ro-incsed mecha.naon of Parallel

cliain se~mntvs.
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Insert some assumed values to abcve equaticn, (See appendix i:

0

- 1.235 A, £ 1645 Jmol

0 i 12 eC-1-1
p 4.3 A, V0 1 0 1 sec

it gives the result D,, 2 x 10- 5 cm 2/s or the order

, 0- 5 cm /s at temperature 300°7. If the microvoid is much

bigger than a few angstroms; diffusion rate will approach

to gas diffusion in air, for example, water vaoor is
•. cm 2

D - 0.239 cm /s at 30C.

The microvoids might not exist if, instead of voids,

the intervals were filled with less ordered matrix. In

this case, D// could be only a few times greater than D.-

Actually the present available PPBT samoles were demon-

strated to have lots of microvoids of large sizes:
0 0

(163 ± 10 A 135 ± 11 A for heat treated film and 49.1 +
0 0

3.5 A x 34.7 ± 2.5 A for heat treated fiber) as mentioned

in section one in this chapter. Despite this fact, it is

still interesting to extend the theoretical approach.

To simplify the question, we assume the PPBT is 100%

crystalline. Then diffusion occurs only when the diffusant

can penetrate into the crystal. Under this assumption, the

approach in section 2. of this chapter can be applied to

the calculation of the ratio D, /D±. The proposed paraIlel

U,

4"' ' ' .. .. "' .'" "' "- "" "4 " %" " ' " % 4r" '-" ' " ' " '" " "" """ "



dif~so.me,.n-anism is dioLaved inr ri-rura (53.b. Re call

f rom eau.at ions (4 4) and (4 5) th-, A ra lue shoul d be the

same for both cases. Thus

D,,T ID 2  exp(-(A, - AE, ) RT)

L. is between 3.5 and 6.1 A and L", is 'nalf of the value

12.215 A, because 'the rotati;-g segment will b:e a:ihar the

phenyl group or the benzobisthiazoie group.

Assume L, is 3.3 A, L/,is 6.18 A,

if AE// LE 1 =4 kcal/mol,

3
then D// /D- 2.67 x 10

If A E A AE_ = 0 kcal/mol,

then D1, ID. -3.1.

From above, it 4S easy; to see that D, /D, is mainly

dependent on the difference between AE // and A El.

Before ending this chapter, I would like to point out

that the viscosity-diameter of a diffusant i's usually

0 21
large. For example, 0 2 has a a-value 3.5 A. Therefore,

.i is ssb~to accommodate a diffusant without further

bending after rotation. The discussion in section 2. of

this chapter was based on molecular shape. Also, the

::e)t~d 2r'will have somo tilt a:-1le on its ch 'n

segments, which is not shown on our Fiqure (53.b.) and our

-14scu--sion has not dealt with that for the ouroose of
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simplicity. Finally, in the cnse of steric hindrance

between chain segments, the arrangement might not parallel

as Figure (53.b.) and (33) as shown. If this is the case,

the model presented here would reauire only slight modifica-

tions.

S.h-

- I.

.°

.'
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Chapter V CONCLUSICN

It is proposed that the existence of microcavataes in

PPBT, lead to the measured diffusion rates which were

smaller than the true values. The evidence for :he micro-

void model are: 1. There is an abnormally high heat of

sorption (solution). 2. There is a lower water solubility

when exposed to water in air than when exposed after being

in a vacuum. 3. The diffusion rates are concentration

dependent. These phenomenon fully consistent with the dual

sorption theory.

The expected high activation energies were not found.

This is thought to be due to the rotation or partial rota-

tion of chain segments on the mer. Statistical mechanical

model of Pace etc. is a powerful tool for predicting activa-

tion energy with its direct calculation using nun-adjustable

parameters. It would be worth.hile to make detaile!

theoretical calculations if enough precise data were avail-

able.

The sigmoid shape of sorption and desorpticn curves

and negative value of logD in the case of water diffusion
0

are typical of polymers below their glass transition tempera-

,ure. Acuall-. the ?PBT is in crystalline state.

The diffusion rates of H 20 in salt doped PPBT are

U a... p-c:;ortional to q/r. This effect is consistentI"I
• '1.

[.'.' ", "9. - . " . . " . . .• - . . , $ . . - - . , . . - . . ' - . ' ' _ _ > _ " < :



w th th de hat- tha cations act as traping sites by

atrat4nci ater with an electric l f4-d

The evidence that doping salt is deposited mainly in

iCrovoids are: 1. D at -,/r -0 has the value close to

t.lat of pure PPBT mneasured subsaquently to being in the

vacu'um chamber. 2. The sorption coeffIcients cf H0 i

CO(IO and in 3'2N doped PPBT ara approx-J.,iateiyeul

Co (O1)29i("

to the v.alue measured of pure PPBT in the vacuum

chamber method. Intheractions between doping salt and PPbT

- , are not conclusive but significant changes in the diffusion

curveO and solubi ities a- obv 4ous after a lonq time with-

the salt in polytmer.

-w,mcood r:1 Da / =Ohstevle oet

---------------------------------- equntly to-ein..inthe "Ii
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APPENDIX .A. ERROR FUNCTION SOLUTION TO

DIFFUSION EQUATION

The equation of linear flow mass is

D32 C/X2 = DC/ t (79)

Consider the expression

- -x-/4Dt

Since

2
3C/3t -(1/2t 3 /2)e-X /4Dt + (x2 /4Dt!5 /2 e-X40t

and

2C 2' -'D 2 2 /2 2 /4Dt
* 2Ci:.' = _(i/ 2Dt

/ 2 )eX - (x2/4D~t/)-X/D

It follows that equation (80) is a particular solution of

euqation (79)

Clearly, further solutions of equation (79) are

obtained by differentialing, or in some cases by inzergrat-

ing, equation (80) with respect to either x or t. So, that

equation (79) is satisfied by

2 x/2(Dt) 2 - 2
ft c dx= 2D2  e d

0 0

.-. . . . . . . ..o
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The notation
%-A

erf x =(2/7T) e-a d
0

will always be used here, so we have jus- shown that

A erf (x/2v'gD)

whare A is an arbitrary constant, is a solution of

equation (79)

2 ' 2
Because D3-C/3x = C/t is a second order partial -

differential eucuation in x, the solution can be exoressed as

C(x,t) A erf(x/2v-D-) + lx + m (8 1)

Now, the boundary conditions are introduced to the

equation as below:

C(xt) Cs, x 0 for all t,

C(x,t) Ci, x > 0, t = 0.

According to the boundary conditions above, when t = 0,

x= 0, C(x,t) is a constant. So, the constant I should be

equal to zero, then equation (81) becomes

"C(:x,t) =A rr (::/2, D-E) i- m (82)

EC 20 U 3

I2,

1,au

LA. *.
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erf (0) 0, erfc)-1

by applying the boundary con~ditions to eQuation (92), we

A m n C.
1

C.sequently

There fore

C (x t) (C.i c C )er f(x2 E + C

C. er,=(x/2/Dt) + C-.j1l er-i(x/2v~t)

=C. er f(x /121' + C e r f c x2 y

............
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APPENDIX B THE SOLUTION TO DIFFUSION

EQUATION WITH INHOMOGZE.OUS

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
4,44

The boundary conditions are as below:4 4

C(Xt) C1  at x 0, all t > 0

C(x,t) = C1 at x b, all t > 0 (83)

C(x,t) = C0  at 0 < x < b, at t = 0

where b is the thickness of polymer membrane, C1 and C2

are the concentrations of gases just inside the polymer

surfaces and C0 is the initial concentration of diffusant,

assumed uniformly distributed.

In order to solve the equation, one new concentration

variable U(x,t) is introduced, i.e.

U(x,t) C(x,t) + Q(x)

6(x) is a first order linear function of x, because the

2 2
equation ' 2(x)/Dx 0 must be satisfied for our purpose of

solving the equation. It is defined as Q(x) = ax + 3.

Now, the new boundary conditions are set as:
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U(x,t) = 0, at x = 0 for all t
4' °I

U(x,t) = 0, at x = b for t = 0 (84)

U(x,t) = C0 + Q1x), at 0 < x < b, at t = 0

Fick's second law becomes:

= D((3U(::, /x') + ((xix) ,t xx),

Here U(x,t) = C(x,t) + Q(x) must satisfy the boundary

condition (34) That is

at x 0, C1 + 13=0, then 13=-C 1

at x b, C 2 + cIb + j = 0, then a (C1 - )/b

Therefore,

U(x,t) = C(x,t) + ((C, - C2 )/b)x - C1

C ex., = U(x, Z) + C1 - ((C1 - C.)/b)x (85)

We begin our attack on the probim by attempting to

find solutions of tho Iiffu;icn coua.tion tha- are ,of the

soccial form
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U (X,t) X Xx)T (t) (36)

TWe impose the requirements

X(O) =0, x(b) 0

in order that these "product solutions" will also sat~s,,

the bounda-ry conditions

U(0,t) tJ(b,t) 0 (87)

if the di4ffusion equation has a solution of the form

(36), then we must have

X W)T (t) =DX" (x) T(t)

or uoon div;iding through by DX(x)T(t)

X" (x) /X (x) = -T' (t) /DT (t)

T left hand side of this equation is ind-aperndont of t

wiethe right is independent of x. Therefore, both

mernners must be equal to a constant, which we denote by

-:thus

X" (X) /(x -T' (t) /DT (t)=

and so the function X and T must be solutions of the

ordinary differential equations



X" +XX 0, T' +~ XDT 0

respectively. Conversely, if X and T are solutions of the

corresoonding eauations for the samxe value2 of Xthan the

product tJ(x,'L) = X(x)T(t) is a solution of the diffusion

e c-,,a 4on because

U..(x,t) DU~ (x, t) X, (x) T' (t) -DX" (x) T~

X--o

T'ha requirements for X, namely

X" X 0, X(O) =0, X(b) =0

constitute an eigen value problemn. The eigen values are

=(n-Tr/b)~ n =1,2,3,...

The corresponding eigenfunctions (non tLrivial solutions)

are

X i~nxb n '1,2,3,....

'o r n' .,; e havle T' + ~.t 0. A solution is

Tn (t) 3x(XDt)j

-exn C-n>7 D"/i)
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Each of the product functions

U (x,t.) = exp(-n 2 2Dt/!2 ,:in(nxb), n = 1,2,3,...

4 is a solution of the diffusion eaua-ion and satisfies the

boundary conditions (87). If the constant Cn are such that

the series

u(x,t) = n U (x,t)
n=l

00 2 2 2)si= C-exp(-n 2T Dt/b )sin(n:rx/b) (88)
n=l

converges and can be differentiated termwise a sufficient

number of times with respect to x and t, then this series

also represents a solution of the differential equation

that satisfies the homogeneous boundary conditions (87).

However, the constants Cn must be chosen, if oossible,

In such a way that the series (88) satisfies the non-

homogeneous boundary condition

U(x,0) = f(x), 0 < x < b

Thus, we require that

CO

U(x,0) = C sinln 7X/b)
n=l

= f(x) 0 < x < b

.4*



But tha C mus t be thle nth coe f-c ie: z in thna Touriersina

saerLes for f, that is

b
= (2/b) f f (:0 s in (n-i7-x /b) dx (~

0

Here, fix) C C0 + Q(x)

C C+ ((C C c/b)x

can be used to find C.

From equation (89), we have

b
Cn (2 /b)f(C 0 -C 1 + ((C 1 - 2 )/b)x)sin(n7-x/b)dx

0

b
=(2/b)f(C 0 - C)s in nr/!3)CI:

0

0
'4A

From tables, we find

fsinx dx =-cosx + C

fxsinx dx =sinx -xcosx + C.

Then we have

b

C -(2/nmT) (C0 C Cos (n-x/b)
n0 : 0

+ (2(C- C)/ (nm) ) (sin (n7X/b) -(n Tx/b)cs (n7,x/b)
20'

io !0
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n,,
C n (21!nv) (C(-I)-) + (20 (- (-).Cn 2 1.

The second term above exists, only for n odd. So we can

define it as 4C0 /(2n + 1), n = 0,1,2. .... Then U is the

form

U(x,t) = (2//I) ((-I) n lC2 -Ci/n)sin(n-rx/b)exp(-(nr)/
n=l

b.)Dt) + (4C 171) 1 (sin( ((2n -l)/b) -x)/
0 n=0

(2n+ 1)) exp -((2n +1) ,T/b) Dt)

Therefore

C(x,) = C1 + ((C2 -C

+ (2/,T) 1 ((-1)nc 2 -C)/n)sin(n-,x/b)e- ((n-)/ b )Dt

n=1

00

+ (4C 0 /rr) (sin((2n + 1)/b) x)/ (2n + 1)
n=0

2 2 2
exo(-(2n + 1) T /b )Dt) (90)

.h1 quanzizy of gas molecules through the membrane to the

downstream of the chamber per second is then

dQ/dt = DA(:)C/,x) x=0 where Q is the total amount of diffusant

collected in the downstream reservoir, D is the diffusion

coefficient and A is the effective cross section of the

--- .--ne nr2a! to tin2 flow directicn .
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.-The total amount of gas collected downstream up to

t 17 me t is

t
Qt AD,( C/X) x=0 dt .

0n

CO~

t-(n-/b) tDt2
Qt/AD !((C - C )/b)+(/b )  ((-)nc- c)e

0 n=l

-((+) ((2l) 2/bn) 2 2)Dt
Scn- 0  and

zeocnetrtoDn tecnetr)ion at 2 thefc

nn=!

11- e(n= (C /-t 2r ) D 2 ) ((_InCC

nn=-

1 (12n + 1) (11- e-t (91)

Experimental condi-_ions in this worlk are that both CO and

C1 are zero, i.e. the membrane is initially evacuated to ,.

zero concentration and the concentration at the face

throuch which diffusing gas molecule emerges is maintained .

effectivel-., at zero concentration. '

Th2fr- 2 .- rqiation (91) bOecomesP

' t/A = (C,//')_ t - (2b/D - 2  - ) c2 n

+ (2b/D7 - I ((-)n 2 /n 2)e- Di7) t b

= n= 1
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Since

n ?
y-!)n/n- it /12

n=l

2 ?
Q /AC-b Dt/b + (2/- ( /12'"

2 2 -Dh T-/b- (2/Tr2 .I -~ /n2)e -  n /  t" ..

n=l

as t approaches 2, the exponential term approaches zero,

and a linear approximation results,
2'

Qt/ A (C 2 Dib) t - b2/6D)

The intercept of the line Q,/A vs t wi-h the t axis is

called the "time lag." "

i.e. = b'/6D

Therefore -V

2D =b /OL

If C and :1 have nonvanishing values, the relation is

D 3 /6-L (C, C

0%. , 2C

" 9 - <. 4<. ,¢..9:-;' <g> - , c''. '. <-,-.,.5,
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APPENDIX C MASS U= 7.V FOP UNIFORM

SURFACE CONCEW2PAT1C'-.

The boundary conditions are below:

C(x,t) = C1, at x = 0, all t > 0

C( ,t) C1, at .". = b, all t > 0 (92,)

C(x,t) = Co, at 0 < x < b, all t = 0

The only difference of these boundary conditions to

equation (83) of Appendix 3 is C(x,t) = C1 at x = b. So,

the equaion (90) of Appendix B can be direczli applied to

he:e by changing C2 to CI.

We can obtain

C(x,t) = C1 + (2/ 7) L (((-i) n , C1 )/n)sin (n7-x/b)
n=l ,

2 2 0
e- ( (n -) /b 2Dt) + (4C/)

n? 0
:' 2n+l (-t((2n+1) 27,2/b2 D2-

(sin( b- )-,7x/'(2+l))e)Dt)

The second term in above equation can exist only n is odd

r nu:mer. The equation changes to

'W'. "i * " W, ,",. %.'% %, . .' " . " " ,, " " % " 't l .," . ". ," . ",', .. , .
, ,

:



%

C(x,t) = C1 + (4/rr) (C0 - C I) (sin(2n+!)
n=(0

exp (-((2n+l) 2 r 2 /b 2 ) D t)

by changing n to 2n+l in the second termT and combinings with

the third term. After rearrangement, the ecuation becomes

CO

(C - CO )I(CI - C0' = 1 - (4/,T) ( 2(2n + 1))
n=0

2 2 2
exp(-((2n + 1) T /b )Dt)sin((2n + 1)/b) -Tx (93)

We define it as the amount of diffusant has diffused into

the film at time t, and Q as the amouno of diffusant at

infinite time.
b

Because Q jc(xt)dx,
0

equation (93) can be simply integrated on each side to ce.

00

2 22
Q"/ (C -C 0 ) 1- (4/Tr) (i/(2n+l))exo(-((2n+l) /b ) 2t)

0

b
fsin ((2n+i) /b) Trxdx (94)
0

b
Solve rsin((2n+l)/b)7x dx,

we can get 2b/(2n +1)7

Pun this back to equation (94) , we obtained

-' 9+!9 9 1-)-"r ' . = - (8/(2n+)T,)c.:r-r~h12nl) - 1,/u-t. -.

n=0-

7.
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APPENDIX D CORRECTION OF EDGE EFFECTS
4 5

For a semi-infinite solid (h > 0) the boundary con-

diti ons become

C = C , x = 0, t > 0

so,I
(C - C.)/(C - C) = 1 - erf (x/2DT) (95)

1 m 1x

and the weight of moisture which enters or leaves through

an area A in time t is

t
m = f-ADx (C/3x) x 0 dt (96)

0

Equarion (95) and (96) give

m = 2A(C m - C i ) DU,7/i (97)

In the early stages of the process of interaction of the

different sides might be neglected and equation (97) can

be apolied to each side independently. Thus the total

weight of entering moisture is

mn 4(c- C. (n 1, ff + nh,/WD + h 1)V7
mX y z

z.I
:~z-~:-v~'f~I'~-? ~:-'-~ .,
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T.,here Dx, Dy D are the diffusivities in the x, y, z,

directions.

Because C= 0, WO = oghnl, c:he mass uptake will be

M = ((W - W )/W ) x I.C0 = (m /W) x 100

= ("C, gh) (v-- + (h/l) - + (h/n) /ff
- x y z

C m'Pq is the maximum moisture content as in the u:on

shown below.

M= Wm Wd) / Wd) x 100

= ((mmihnl) (Wd/hnl)) x 100

= Cm/Pg
in<

(C-( /1/,T?) (;f + (h/1) D + (h/n) vUFz)
in y -

For the linear part in the beginning of a diffusion curve,

it can be expressed as

M = (4M /h) v-'ltii "

then

D = Dx ( + (h/1)DyiDx + (h/n)/D 77z . (98)

, -. -- . ..- .-. . .. . .x y x -. . x . . - . , - " .- --- ". . ,
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i Tf the material is hcmog-3neous, D D =D
x v Z

w.2 obtain

D D (1+(/)+(h/n)V (99)x

N-.N- v
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APE"'-D:X E ESTIMATION OF PARAi4ETERS

We assume 10 centers oer monomer unit in PPBT, then
o * o0

X equals 1.235 A. For p we choose 4.8 A which is the
0 0

,N average of 6.1 A and 3.5 A (two transverse distances between

chains). According to Small's4 6 suggestion that the

cohesive energy density should be an additive property for

-olecules, similar to the molar refraction or the parachor.

" of PPBT can be estimated as below:

Molecular weight for PPBT monomer: 267

Density: 1.6

1 phenylene (p) 658

1 phenylene (m) 653

2 C - N 820

2 Ring, 5-membered 110

2 Sulfide 450

"Z 3146

- = d]G/M = 1.6 x 3146/267 = 18.9

2 3 cm 3

: = 355.4 cal/cm =487J/

m = 267/10 = 26.7 dalton

Insert above values into equation

".* 2 * * '

- = ,/ (3.88 (density), )

%
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"e tain £- = 1645J!'r:.ile.

Because a molecule ordinarily vibrates about its

3.u1_.pr,. m position at a frequency of 101 2  to 1013

vibrations p3r second, we assue "0= 10 " .ec . Then

2 *i 2

x , 1645 x 4.8 x 10- /(1.235 x 108)2

= 5.177 x 10 I Jcm/mole

D = '0 (RT) 2/2 at 3001K

12 (8.314 300)2/(5.177 x 1011)

-5 2
= 2.32 x 10- 5 cm2 /S

No.

.'

"a,

•N

2N

%'a.
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